An optimised methodology for the neurobehavioural assessment in rodents.
The most widely used test to identify undesired effects of drugs on the central and the peripheral nervous system is the neurobehavioural observation battery adapted from that first described by Irwin in mice. As a neurobehavioural assessment is based on observations; thus, all factors involved need to be controlled and standardised to make the data collected objective, reproducible, reliable and predictive of safety liabilities. An observation battery comprising 58 signs with assigned full details of numerical scores was defined, and a standard design with associated recording, presenting and analysing data system was established. Validation studies were conducted with chlorpromazine, amphetamine, diazepam or clonidine given orally to rats or mice, in order to assess if this methodology could clearly differentiate the profile of effects produced by these compounds. The analysis of data from 80 control rats allowed for the assessment of the normal behaviour in order to characterise the inter-individual, daytime-related variability and the habituation of animals to the procedure. The reference compounds induced their typical and expected transient effects on neurobehaviour, observed both in the home cage and open-arena, and on body temperature. In particular, amphetamine induced a stimulation of the nervous system activities and marked hyperthermia. Chlorpromazine, diazepam and clonidine induced depressive, anxiolytic or sedative effects associated with hypothermia. The analysis of data collected in control animals allowed for the identification of 6 signs which scored differently from the assigned normality at the first handling occasion due to the characteristic fear reactions to the unknown, and 9 signs at 8 h post-dose due to the animal's habituation to experimental conditions and handling. The neurobehavioural changes expected by reference compounds administration were detected. These results confirm that by using this methodology the normal behaviour of the rat and the mouse, the daytime-related variability and the habituation of animals can be characterised, allowing a refined, reliable and reproducible neurobehavioural assessment of test substances in rodents.